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About This Game

Journey to the remote Isle of Polu, where you will meet the curious and adorable little creatures known as Buddies!

Visit the Hatchery to choose your Buddy, and bring it to one of the Isle's lovely beaches to fill its belly with delicious fruit! The
more fruit your Buddy eats, the more points you will earn.

But remember: Buddies only have a limited amount of time to forage, and they don't like sour fruits. Eating a sour fruit will
cause your Buddy to lose time. Also, some fruits are too big to be eaten and will stun your Buddy if they land on its head. Be

sure to dodge these obstacles!

Use your points to unlock and purchase eggs to hatch new Buddies, and customize your Buddies with cool markings and colorful
wristbands.

What are you waiting for? Come play!

Gameplay:
Fruit will fall from the trees overhead and it is your job to help the buddies catch them.

You will control your favorite Lil' Buddy and run back and forth in an arcade style fashion trying to catch as much fruit as you
can.

You need to catch as much fruit as you can while avoiding dangerous obstacles like coconuts which will hurt your Lil' friends.
The more fruit you catch, the more points you earn; which you can use to purchase cool things from the shop or unlock new

levels on the island.
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Title: Lil' Blue Buddy
Genre: Action, Casual
Developer:
Emerald Interactive Games
Publisher:
Emerald Interactive Games
Release Date: 1 Aug, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2.7 GHz

Memory: 4 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD Radeon HD 7850 or Nvidia GeForce GTX 670

Storage: 20 MB available space

Sound Card: Onboard sound

Additional Notes: Most computers will be able to handle the graphics and gameplay just fine.
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I bought Tale of Fallen Dragons before they had done the English translation. I have only played 80+ minutes so far but am
enjoying it and can see myself playing it lots more. Devs are doing a good job with updates too. So, yeah, definitely
recommended.. I'm not usually one to write reviews but I really want to support this game. I've had so much fun playing with my
brother and I know he has too. This is a great game, especially considering the fact that it's still in early access. Can't wait to see
the final product!
Pros
- The game runs very smooth and looks great visually
- Split Screen option
- Good customization options
- Every map feels unique
- So far, I have only been met with a couple minor bugs
Cons
- My only gripe is that I wish it had more content in the way of maps and game-modes.
. This entire series was very immersive to me. I love the superhero genre and what it has to offer, so being able to live out my
own sort of tale in that sense felt amazing. I kind of wished that I was able to choose the powers I had, but other than that, the
story itself was truly great. You could really feel the consequences your actions had in the game, and it just goes to show that
choices in video games shouldn't be overlooked. I would definitely recommend this game if you are looking for an immersive
experience with a world that almost feels real. I greatly look forward to Redemption Season and what it will have to offer on the
Heroes Rise formula.. It's not perfect, actually it has lots of flaws, but it tries to approach themes and settings that are never
touched on videogames, so It's a game that you must play if you see videogames as a cultural medium.. Desert Gunner is just a
tepid pile of nothing, and that's even if you can run it correctly. It's entirely comprised of awful, repetitive turret sections where
you shoot Iraqi soldiers while driving towards Baghdad - at least I assume they're soldiers. The game calls them insurgents, but
most insurgents don't have a dozen tanks to throw at you during the average engagement.

Gameplay-wise, aiming your weapons and firing is all you do. This isn't helped at all by the fact that aiming in this game sucks,
there's practically no feedback that tells you where you're taking damage from so you can react in time, and the difficulty begins
at "brutal" then shortly shoots up to "you're not finishing the first level without cheats." Your small convoy is swarmed with
enemy armor, RPGs, and regular rifle-toting soldiers that can still somehow damage your tank's health. Imagine Kaizo Mario
with AK47s and you're halfway to Desert Gunner.

Meanwhile, the entire aesthetic is lo-fi and amateur to the point where it honestly looks like one of Hezbollah's propaganda
FPSes. That was probably unintentional, given the player's entire justification for driving through the Arabian Desert is pretty
much "they're shootin' at you, kill 'em all!!!" which isn't a good look for a game about one of the least justified wars in modern
history.

This isn't even an enjoyably bad game; it's just bad. Please avoid it.. Die monster! You don't belong in this world!. This Game is
not compatible with Windows 10. Patrician III will not run using Windows 10. No known patches are in the works. I was very
happy to see this game under the STEAM umbrella, then very disappointed when I found, it was not compatible.

UPDATE: I recently played the Steam version of Patrician III on a system, with Windows 8. The play was without any noticble
problems and I was very pleased. I do recommend this game for Windows 8.. hey whats that you did really well and went to play
on endless mode? whats that brah? oh man sorry brah the game crashed brah! thats 2 hours of progress down the drain brah!
hope you dont mind brah!. Well that game was a pleasant surprise.

This game is reminiscent of old style arcade games, however brought into VR. You have a time limit to shoot as many ducks or
objects as you can, and in doing so you get points. The area is full of explosives and other little things that pop up, and it really
does add up to make the map feel content-full; this also allows for every run to have a slightly different feeling. You also learn
or see something new each time, and this is a fantastic thing to say about an Arcade shooter such as this one. Don't expect this
game to reward sharp shooting, though, as there will be so many ducks flying around that the best option really is to just shoot
like a maniac. One match of Duckpocalypse is 3 minutes long, if I remember correctly from playing, and that's the perfect
amount of time for the game to progress in the pace it intends to. The gameplay itself also feels natural - you will certainly
familiarize with the guns within the first 20 seconds of playtime as there is no reload time on them, nor do the gun shots curve
due to any form of air phsyics, so it really is just pick up and play.
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This game has a thematic feel of a spiritual successor to Duck Hunt, and if that wasn't already completely obvious from the
trailer alone, entering the game will demonstrate this in a much more powerful way, and will definitely make your inner-self
scream "Holy Crow, I'm INSIDE Duck Hunt!!". I must absolutely commend the theme of this game, as everything somehow
blends together perfectly; I just can't understand how an arcade\/post-appocalyptic\/Duck-Hunt mash-up makes this much sense.
The game confidently knows exactly how it wants to look, and the player will appreciate this, as it really does feel refined and
intelligently put together. So huge mega thumbs up on the thematic attention, Devs.

There are two things that I must say are a little bit of a let down. The first of which is the replay value. After the first few
rounds, it doesn't really feel like there's much of a reason to continue playing. Perhaps some extra environments would go a long
way, or even some new modes or weapon unlocks or the like. In that regard, this game is an absolutely beautiful example of
quality over quantity. I mean, I have nine minutes of frigging play-time as of this review, and check out all the things I have to
say.
The second teeny let down, which didn't really phase me much, is that the physics is advertized even though it holds no value in
the game. Sure you can shoot some things in the main room and they'll react in a physics-respecting way, but there are many
objects in the lobby that have no physics and simply have the same repeating animation no matter where you shoot them from.
What's more, your guns don't physically interact with the things you touch them with, they just phase through. And this wouldn't
be an issue; you won't mind this little flaw in the slightest, but the Store Page advertises this, and some may see it as a
misleading claim.

If you read this review and this game still interests you, then good news, you SHOULD hit that purchase button. Thanks for
reading, and have fun killing ducks out there!
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Ever wonder what would happen if lord of the rings turned into a hidden object game? This game reminds me a lot of the lord
of the rings movie before the nasty ring took over. You have the wizard who could look like gandalf. You have the dwarf gimli.
Then you have the hobbits here they are called the halflings. You also later run into some bad guys on horses. I should mention
you also meet a werewolf. So their is that connection. The graphics and sound are very good.

The heroine who you play looks a great deal like sarah palin. I am not sure if thats deliberate or the guy may just be a fan of
hers. The glasses and hair really look like hers a lot. A very interesting game as it does contain pages of the lore of the story that
you find along the way. I really like how these games are made. Artifax could use some of these game mechanics. The best part
is the extra goodies your supposed to find are labled on the map to make it a lot easier to find them. Arti needs to put this idea
into their game maps as its next to impossible to find all of their special objects.

A very fun and good time for HOG fans like me. Pick this up if your fan of Lord of the rings like me.. Do NOT purchase this
title. Tho it is a fantastic and fun game, which I personally LOVE. The company has announced the LIVE servers will be shut
down approx 3 months after MAY 15.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Ve6ZnMemuRI&feature=youtu.be
Watch The Gameplay If You Were Stuck On Anything... I Beat It
I HONESTLY LOVED THIS GAME... VERY FRUSTRATING BUT IN THE END ITS WORTH IT!!
Heres A Short Review To Help You Decide Wether Or Not To Buy It :
Is the Game Worth The Money? Yes of course it is
How Long is it? For me it took an hour and a half which felt like 3 hours. Honestly all depends on how good you are at this
game. It has moments where it feels like "Emily wants to play" Cause you're in survival mode and you're trying to run away
from that doll. Heres some Pro\/Cons

Pros ;
-Its Freaking Terrifying
-The Doll Itself Makes The Game 10x Scarier
-Grapchics Are Decent
-Game Runs Smoothly
-Its Clear On What Your Next Task Is So You Dont Look Like A Lost Dog
-The Ending Is Satisfying (No Spoilers Here)
-Location Is In The Middle Of No Where So Dont Expect Any Help o_0
-The Atmosphere Of The Game Gives You Chills

Cons ;
-I Think Theirs a Small Bug In The Beggining Where You Cant Get Up.. To Fix That I Restarted The Game A Few Times And
The Mashed The Buttons To Eventually Get Up And Start The Game... THATS THE ONLY BUG LIKE THAT THROUGH
THE REST OF THE GAME SO DONT WORRY!
-Theirs No Point Of Hiding Because It Doesnt Matter The Timing You Get Out Of Hiding He Will Still AUTOMATICALLY
Get You And That Was Very Frustrating. You Have To Instantly Get The Key On The Kicthen Tabel And Make Yourself
Unoticeable To Him. That Meaning Dont Hide Under A Bed Just Stay On The Side Of The 2nd Bedroom Door And Wait For
Him To Pass By.
-TO THROW THE LIGHTER PRESS THE BUTTONS ON THE MOUSE TO THROW IT. THERE IS NO CERTAIN SPOT
TO BE TO THROW IT JUST GET A FEW STEPS OUT THE DOOR AND THROW THE LIGHTER ON GASOLINE.
. I still do not have the code
. this game is pretty fun and i would love to see what they end up doing with it.. Nice game!
Please add more music xD
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